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2015 Spring and Summer Outdoor
Furnishings by EcoChic Lifestyles

Just in time for spring and summer living and entertaining, EcoChic Lifestyles’
colorful, weather-resistant new outdoor line is available now at its online store
(www.wearecochic.com). The creator of upscale, sustainable furniture is
offering free worldwide shipping on any of its one-of-a-kind furnishings
through March 2015.
EcoChic Lifestyles’ new outdoor line comprises the same reclaimed teak wood
and iron from bridges as its original line. Consumers will find that the larger
coffee-table sizes they’ve been requesting are in place. Okeanos (large) and
Samudera (medium) coffee tables complement the company’s popular
Oceanic (small) coffee table. And the new Backshore (large) and Breakwater
(medium) coffee tables offer fans of EcoChic Lifestyles’ Beach Buoys (small)
coffee table additional size options to fit larger spaces.
The company’s most popular commercial styles, the Fin and Tonic bar stools
and chairs, make a new showing in brighter colors. Horizontal planks for the
seat add a je ne sais quoi variation on the original Fin and Tonic look, which
featured vertical planks.

EcoChic Lifestyles Fin & Tonic Bar Chairs and Okeanos Coffee Table

“Our new coffee tables, bar chairs and barstools were created because many
of our customers wanted these particular pieces for spring and summer, and
we listened,” said Megan Risdon, founder and CEO of EcoChic Lifestyles.
“Although teak is a natural choice for any outdoor space, all of the furniture
in our new line is also highly suitable for indoor use.”
Risdon also searched for more eclectic colors to add to EcoChic Lifestyles’
Luna Sea Room Divider. The new palette creates a must-have backdrop for
any outdoor setting. The Sea-nery Outdoor Screen is perfect for a casual
poolside changing room.

Breakwater table

EcoChic Lifestyles buys its wood directly from fishing communities in Southeast
Asia. Its artisans then carefully sand each piece to reveal a rainbow of glorious
colors peeled away from a rich and colorful past life spent at sea. The company
uses only straight, solid teak, and finishes each handmade piece with an organic
semi-gloss sealant. EcoChic Lifestyles’ products range from larger pieces like
consoles and sun beds to decorative pieces like mirrors and wall panels.
The company also helps create custom items and can fulfill custom orders
of any size.
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